A new breed
of learning
partner

Knowledgepool can help you improve

Learning
transformation
has a new face

We believe that your future success is built on

performance through learning.

smart and strategic capability development –

Put simply, organisational demands on learning

equipped with the expertise to design and source

and development have never been more complex.

the best the market has to offer, the flexibility

The dual challenge of demonstrating consistent
value from controlled spend, whilst also building
the right skills, capabilities and infrastructure for

which means you need a learning partner

to adapt to changing business needs, and the
tenacity to push for continual improvement
and innovation.

the future is no small task.

We’ve made it our mission to be that partner.

Fortunately, Knowledgepool is here to help.

Broadly speaking we can help you address your
learning challenges in three core areas:

1. Managed Learning Services
2. Learning Consultancy, Design & Delivery
3. Apprenticeships
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Build a learning
ecosystem
that works

Managed learning has evolved

Learning experts on your side

Grow with apprenticeships

Besides delivering the transactional and

The pace of change in L&D is relentless, and

Apprenticeships are an increasingly prime

administrative benefits of a large-scale learning

with the increasing pressure on departments to

way to attract, retain and develop talent across

partner, our full Learning Business Process

demonstrate value, adapt to shifting workforce

your whole organisation. We can help you

Outsourcing (LBPO) model is designed to be a

structures and be future-thinking, having an

understand your levy contribution and identify

seamless extension of your existing L&D function.

expert partner can be a key way to take a more

where talent development programmes can help

We navigate the vendor market on your behalf to

strategic approach to L&D. Our consultancy

you to effectively train, upskill, or reskill your

source the best-possible fit for your requirements,

and training services are carefully designed

people – from entry level all the way through

helping you anticipate future needs, and striking

to complement your existing learning and

to masters-equivalent programmes for senior

the optimum balance between people-centric and

development function.

management.

• Deep expertise in programme and

• Comprehensive experience delivering some

tech-driven initiatives.

• Unmatched knowledge of the vendor market
• Full management of supply chain
and administration
• Adaptive and flexible, built on data-driven
expertise
• Helping you to buy smarter, optimise faster

curriculum design
• Infrastructure maturity benchmarking
& optimisation
• Multichannel design and delivery capability
focused on user experience
• Defined and demonstrable ROI

of the UK’s largest schemes
• Bespoke programmes to achieve maximum
impact and positive learner experience
• Full managed service capability
• Highest OFSTED and ESFA standards to ensure
quality & compliance

and improve constantly
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Outcome led
transformation
from the experts

Transactional
• Buying smarter
• Reducing costs
• Handling training
administration
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Building for the future means focusing on your
people. With over 40 years’ experience delivering
transformation that channels innovation, improves
performance, and places user experience at
its core, we can help you to build a learning
ecosystem that works for your organisation and
your learners alike. Talk to us today about how to

40

years’ experience
and 7000 learning
partners

Over

1m+

£100m

70:20:10

Supporting
learners in

annual events
managed

annual buying
power

start transforming your learning.

Operational
• Mapping training
to business needs
• Delivering tangible ROI

Strategic
• Future proofing
• Enterprise
curriculum design

• Developing capability

• Data and analytics

• Creating quality learning

• Learning strategies

3500

apprentices
currently on
our programmes

experts in
formal & informal
learning strategy

52

countries around
the world
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knowledgepool.com
info@knowledgepool.com
+44 (0) 800 029 4500

